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RÉSUMF:: Nous avons oblenu par inversion sirnultanCe des donnCesd'accCICromCtrie, des ondes dr
volume tCICsisrniques et des ondes de Rayleigh de tri?s longue @iode, l'histoire duprocessus B la source d l
sCisme du 3 mars 1985. du Chili central. Cette histoire est aussi confirmke par l'inversion des ondes dr
volurne ICICsismiques. La moddlisation du mkanisme de rupture est donc simple. et ne n&cssite pas une
cornposanie lente du dCplacement pour expliquer l'amplitude observ6edes ondes de longue @riode.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of finile-fault inversion schemes has become relatively cornmon in the study of large
earthquake ruptures. They have been applied lo nm-source strong ground motions and leleseismic bodywave observations [O identify the spatial and temporal rupture patternas a function of position on the fault.
To date. seisrnic data recorded al period longer than 100 sec have not been readily considered in finite-fault
studies though they provide information on Ihe overall size and duntion of the earthquake.
In a i s study, we were interested in the large 7.8 Ms Central Chile seismic event of 3 March 1985 .
We apply a Iinear, point -by- point inversion scherne to the long-period Rayleigh waves. in addition 10
near-source strong motions and teleseisrnic body-waves, to infer the source properties of the earthquake
rupture. For thisevent, the seismic moment calculaled using surface waves and geodetic data are
consistently p a t e r than determined using teleseismic body waves. This discrepancy in estimated seismic
moment has led some to suggcst that the 1985 Chile earthqu&e involved a slow component of fault slip
that radiated little oi no body-wave energy. Moreover, therupture length as the depth extent of faulting a e
also not well conslmined.
Our results indicate however that a single rupture mode1 with a variable dislocation rise timc can
explain the cntire suite of observations well. and it is not necessary to introduce a significant component of
slower fault motion to reconciie the long-pcriod Rayleigh-wave amplitudes.
F'INITE-FAULTlNVERSION
1) Sekmic waveform data
Our set of data consist of local stronp, ground motion records. teleseismic body-wave€mm the GD-
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SN and surface-wave from GEOSCOPE and IDA networks. AU the data were corpscted for the response ol
Lhe instrument amd bandpas-filtmd wilk a Butterwonh Filer. The stxong motion mords were integrated tc
velocity and filtered from 2.0 to 7.5 sec. Body- and surface-wave records include teleseismic P and SH
waveforms filtered al intemediate-periods and very l o n g - ~ & dRI, W2 and 8 3 vertical fondamental
Rayleigh wave uains bandpas-filtered fmm 100 to 350 sec.

2) Method
The procedure requires placing a fault plane in the earthquske source regiom and subdividing it
into a finite n u m k r of subfaults. Synthetic Green's functiono are then genented for each subfault xsurning
a dislocation rke time of finile duration and a constant propagation of rupture away from the hypaPceoter
:Hartzell. 1989). Nevertheless;. we relax the restriction of a fixed ti-iangular rise tirne by using a timc
ivirndow approach thae allows multiple consecutive slip intewds bat dixcatize the subfault Pise lime an
upture time. In this approach, the slip function at any point on the fault is approximated by a discal
lurnber of ~ Q X C W of
S fiied duration and variable amplitude.The inversion tken wlves for the contributio
If slip within each tirne window thus dlowing for a variable subfault rise time and relming the comtminl
sf fixai rupture velwity.
Slrong-motion and tclesseismic My-wave synthetics were calculaled usipsg l ~ crustai
~ d velocitie!
surface-wave synlhetics were calculaled from the PWEM model. Synthetic waveforms were bandpas
iltered in the same way as the data.
Following Choy and Dewey (1988). we identify a redistic fault geometry for the 1985 event: th
i u l t has a snike of 5" and consists of two separate segments wilk differcnt dips and d e s . The uppe
grn ne nt h a a dip of 15' and a d c e of 90" and the lower prtiorp a dip of 30" and a d e of 118". The tw
'ault segments meet at a depth of 26 h.
3) Teiaeiarnic body-wave anaiysis
' K e 1985 Chile exthquake is ehmcterized by a series of multiple events that are well sepmted i
ime in the recorded P wavefom. Choy and Dewey (1988) identify three distinct P arrivais. including tw~

mmrsory phases (msl and ms2) prior 10 the main shmk (MS).
In this study, we concentme ouf analysis on the MS portion of the recorded waveforms tr
:onstr;lin the Iwation and depth of the principal moment ~leztse.The nucleation p i n t of this MS event is a
I dcpth of 48 k
m in the lower segment of the hinged fault (Choy and Dewey, 1988). Slip distributiol
~btainedby inverling the MS teleseismic
y waveform slnrpw four regions of peak slip on the faul
Fig.1). The correspsnding seismic moment is 1.2x10*8 dyne-cm. This vdue is computed by surnming th1
ndividual subfault moments over the entire fault. The most intense moment release Bccurred in the vicinit.
If the hypweenter and Icsser. but significant. moment relme mcurred on the southem portion of the faull
aise times obsewed for the zones of maximum slip vary ktween 10-15 se". The nucleation point of thc
n l f i n s h ~ kMS at a depth of 40 lsrrn mches a depth of s b u t 55 km.

3

igure 1 . Slip distribution obtained from tirns-window inversion of the teleseismic body v)aves using n 1-sec tirneindsw interval. Cumulative slip is contoured at 25-cm imtewnls and contains al1 fault displacements occuring wilhin
sec after the pnssage of a ruptuee fmnt propogating at 3 km/see away kom the hypcenta (filled circle). A, B. C and
mark the meas of maximum slip.
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Source durations published for the 1985 Chile earthquake using long-period surface-wave m
between 60 and 80 sec. We re-examine the source duration and seismic moment that
of event by invertin
the full Rayleigh waveforms. using a point-source time-window approach.We find that the majority of th
long-period moment release occurs in an interval from 20 to 80 sec following main rupture initiatior
consislent with previous surface-wave results. The surface-wave moment in the first 80 sec. is 1.2xIdz
dyne-cm, consistentwith previous estimates andsimilar to OUP body-wave moment.
4) Body-wave, surface-wave,and strong-motion analgsis

We have perfomed a simullaneous inversion of the leleseismic body waves. vcry long-perio
surface waves, andlocal strong-motion 10 further constrain the distribution of mainshock slip on the hinge
fault used in the body-wave analysis. Each of thethree data sets is weighted appropriately 10 prevenl an
one data type 10 dominate the resulL The solution is very similar to lhat obtained using only body wave
(Fig.1) and shows mainly fault motion along the shallow portion of the plaie boundary (Fig.2). Tb
mainshock source duration is 68 sec with the principal moment release occumng within a 40-sec tim
interval beginning about 5 sec alterthe rupture nucleation.The total seismic momentis 1 . 5 ~ 1 dyne-cm.
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Figure 2. Kesults of the hingcd-fault. tirne-window inversion of the entire teleseisrnic, surface-wave. and strong-motion
data set. The slip distribution shows cumulative fault slip contoured at 25-crn intervals 10 seconds after the passage of
the rupture fiont propagating at 3 km/sec away fmrn the hypocenter (filled circle). The dashed line marks where the
fault dip changes frorn 15" to 30".

As we can see in Fig. 2, the majority of the moment released cm be attributed 10 a broad sourcc
region in the northen half of the fault which contains two distinct zones of slip spanned between 5 and 55
km depfhs: one zone of 2.3-m peak, near the rupture nucleation point and another of 2.8-m peak, updip in
lhe more gently-dipping portion of the plate interface (Fig.2). The southern portion of the rupture area
includes a n m w e r region of lesser slip of 1.5-m peak which does not extend deeperhan 30 km.
These results indicate lhat the observed seismic data considered here, which cover a very wide
range of frequencies (from 2 to 350 sec), can be explained by a single rupture model. This inferred
disiocntion modo1 predicta {ha absarvod Rnylaigh=wava ampllludara quila well und doai! trot raqulo'e n
seperate longer-durationcomponent of fault motion, suggesting that a depthextent of 5-55 km is
is excellent agreement wiih the depth extentl
appropriate for fhe 1985 Chile eapthquakc. This dcplh range in
inferred by Banientos (1988)fmm a finite-fault inversion of the post-seismic geodetic memuremenfs. The
inferred deplh range is also consistent with the long-pend surface-wave centroid depths.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have examined local strong ground motions and teleseismic body and surface waves recorded
for the earthquake usinga variable rise-lime finile-fault inversion scheme to recover
a detailed rupture history of the principal moment release. This data set contains a wide range of frequencies that includt
periods from about 2 to 350 sec. We assume a hinged fault with two different dips (15" for the shallower
portion and 30" for the deeper one)Lo simulate the landward increase in plate-boundarydip suggested by
Choy and Dewey (1988). The inversion yields a rupture mode1 that explains al1 three data types equally
well. The mainshock source duration68issec with the majorityof the moment releasewcurring in thef i t
45 sec. The total seismic momentis 1 . 5 ~ 1 dyne-cm.
0 ~ ~ The entire rupture areacovers a lateral distance of
about 200 km.
A variable rise-time inversion using only the teleseismic body-wave data yields a very similar
distribution of mainshock slip with a slightly lower seismie moment ( 1 . 2 ~ 1 0dyne-cm);
~~
This resull
a fairly accuratemeasure of the earthquake rupture history.
TRus.
indicates that the body-wave data provide
a significant downdip componentof relatively slow fault mation is not required to fully explain Rayleigh
wave data set. The small difference in seismie moment may reflect the band limitation of the body-wave
data. The observed rise times are consistent with the dynamic rupture local
of asperityies andrnay indicate
a mechanismof earthquake generation characterized
by the failureof individual asperitiesacross the fault.
The rate of relative plate convergencein this region (9 cm/yr) would suggestan accumulation of
7.1 meters of tectonic slip inthe 78.5 yearsbetweenthe 1906 and 1985 earthquakes. Our inferred
maximum slip of 2.8 melers for the 1985 Chile earthqualce would indicate that eithera significant amount
(about 60 percent) of aseismic motion occurs across the entire plate boundary ora future large-slip event
has yet tooccur in the area.
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